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Space Academy 2

Welcome to Sphero Space Academy! This is part 2 of 3.  

Welcome back, cadets. In this next part of your training you will explore 
unbalanced forces and begin to engineer your first Sphero-powered rover. This 
rover must be capable of navigating martian terrain while carrying the 
necessary life-sustaining supplies. You will draw upon your understanding of 
force and movement to design and build the rover.

Tags: exploration math science engineering space physics

block coding force

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour

NGSS: 3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3, 3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2, MS-ETS1-1,

MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4, MS-PS2-2

Supplies: SSA 2 Activity Pack, rover materials (cardboard, empty cereal boxes,
tape, straws, craft sticks, string, rubber bands, pipe cleaners, etc)

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Unbalanced Forces

Forces that cause a change in the motion of an object are unbalanced forces.

Explain to your partner how Sphero moves the forces that are involved.

Draw a BIG arrow on the diagram on the activity pack that is attahed to this step (SSA 2.pdf) to show the

direction of the force that you think causes Sphero to move. This force is greater than the other forces

acting on Sphero and causes a change in motion.
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Step #2: Sphero Rover

Attachments: SSA 2.pdf

Educator Tip:

This activity is designed to be a companion to your instruction. It lacks the depth that your adopted 

curriculum can provide. Please use this as part of your instruction to help engage students and enrich the 

learning. Made necessary modifications to the given instructions as needed.

After teams have their own discussions around unbalanced forces, have them share with the whole class.

As part of your Sphero Space Academy training, you need to design and build a Sphero-powered rover

capable of navigating through a martian terrain while collecting and carrying necessary supplies on its way

to a final destination.

The rover you create today will be a prototype for future Mars missions. Please pay close attention to the

following instructions:

1. Evaluate the available materials.

2. Brainstorm ideas on the back of this page.

3. The rover must be able to transport up to seven pennies during its travels.

4. Discuss effect that increased weight will have on how Sphero moves.

5. Use only the building materials needed.

6. Test the rover repeatedly throughout the building process.

Use the second page of the activity pack to jot down a materials list and brainstorm a few design ideas.

Educator Tip:

Students will quickly discover that the heavier the rover is, the more difficult it is to move with Sphero. Let

them go through some trial and error to discover this on their own. And depending on your classroom

floor, each rover may find issues with friction. This process is a great opportunity to have individual

conversations with teams to assess their understanding of balanced and unbalanced forces, of scale, and

their progress as a whole.
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https://sphero-media-live.s3.amazonaws.com/cwist/picturesteps/db/11/SSA%202.pdf



